
My Juki 1541s
Industrial Walking-Foot Machine

My decision to buy the Juki 1541 over the 1181, the 
setup I went with, and why! This was the right choice 
for me, but yours may be different.

My Juki 1541 just before it left the Sunny Sewing Machine showroom.
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My Machine Decision – 1541 Over the 1181

Before deciding on the 1541, I vacillated between it and the less expensive but agile Juki 1181.  The 1181 is 
popular among boutique-segments like Bag-Makers and and Glove makers. Whereas in North America the 1541 
is a more widely-sold machine across multiple segments (especially upholsters). So 1541 has a better resale value 
than the 1181, should you ever want to sell or trade it in. 

I went with the “S” (Secure/Timing Reset) version of the 1541 because it was what my dealer sells, but it turned out 
to be a nice feature to have should you break a needle and the machine’s timing gets off and locks up. (And that 
happened to me once.). If you don’t live near your dealer, I recommend this version of the 1541.

The Decision Driver For Me
I really liked that the 1541 is a true triple-feed walking foot as compared to the 1181which is only dual-feed.  And once I really understood the difference in what 
that meant, it pushed my decision in its’ favor. (See my write up on Triple-Fee). But essentially this meant more even feeding with a better grip for sewing straps, thicker 
material, and the ability to sew leather. I knew at some point I would want to grow into sewing leather and with an expensive investment like this I did not want to be held 
back. It also has a dual-tension system which would give me better control to feed different weights of thread making it feed better. This was a personal choice because I 
have always been the kind of sewer that has pushed my machine to its limits, and I was always sorry I didn’t get the next model up. But this is really a personal choice 
based on who you are as a sewer and knowing what it is you want to sew.

Convenience
A real convenience in this machine is that it has a better bobbin winder that is more conveniently located on the front head of the machine compared to the 1181 which is 
on the side. When you need to fill bobbins, this sure does make a difference. Also the oiling system comes from an internal tank and that means that cleaning the catcher 
tray is easier.

Performance
When I sewed on the machines side by side, I experienced the benefits of the 1541. If I hadn’t actually sewed with the machines side by side I probably never would 
have appreciated the difference. While the 1181 seemed to corner slightly better than the 1541, the grip and stable ride of 1541 was hands down superior. It also has 
a smooth under foot and doesn’t leave an impression on thicker fabric.  Sewing thick vinyl straps was a breeze – the sandwich while sewing just stuck together like glue 
without moving or warping. The 1541 seemed to climb-over/ride above/go back down the height variations more smoothly. As you’d imagine, the 1541 handles the 
super-thick like butter. I don’t currently sew a lot of leather, but I knew I would in the future. Then I test-sewed for my primary concern -- would it play nice when using 
thinner industrial thread (T70), a thinner industrial needle (#18) and when only sewing only two layers of med-weight fabric.?  It did just fine, and that made me very 
happy. Although, adjusting the tension made thinner thread glide through better, it was really just a simple small knob turn. (Keep in mind that neither the 1541 or the 
1181 will sew well with thin fabric; it will pucker.)

The only downside for me to the 1541 over the 1181 is that the main foot is a bit wider (obviously because of the unison feed). But my dealer gave me a zipper foot, 
and I do leave it on 75% of the time because I constantly sew zippers. The 1541 is more expensive than the 1181. So once I decided it was the machine I wanted, I 
waited an additional 3 months to save the additional  money to buy it. It really did kill me to wait; but in the end, I’m glad I did. Lastly, the fact that the 1541 was still 
made in Japan just gave me more confidence. The 1181 is made in China and now also Viet Nam. Does that make the 1541 better quality/more reliable?  Not sure? 
But I’m not a big fan of China. 



My Servo Motor With Needle Positioning

Reliable SewQuiet 600 – A brushless servo 550-watt motor with needle positioning
I went with the ”Reliable” brand motor. I believe selecting a good-reputation motor  should be given the same attention 
researching your machine head. If industrial-factories with in-house technicians think it’s important, than especially so 
should an individual. 

I went with this motor because I heard really good things about it from multiple sources. I did not get to test it beforehand. 
But knowing I wanted needle positioning added to my machine, I asked my dealer what choices he thought should be 
considered for brushless motors with needle positioning. He offered me two choices and this was one of them he believed 
was good quality and also within my total budget.

There is a significant range in the quality of motors from Chinese. The Reliable brushless servo is considered one of the 
best  “A”-quality Chinese-made motors that is at a premium but still at a reasonable price. I liked that the on/off switch 
and LED screen was built right into the motor -- fewer parts, less goes wrong. Reliable Corp supposedly has the only UL-
certified Chinese made motor. While UL and CE certification relates mostly to safety, it is supposedly also an indicator of 
quality.  I heard that the company owner went to China and invested time to be directly involved in it’s complete design 
versus taking an existing Chinese motor design and making modifications. I was told by my dealer that the “variable” 
speed worked well particularly if I wanted to  go sew slowly stitch-by-stitch. Now that I have personal experience with 
this motor, I have found this to be accurate.

When I started asking questions about motors, what I consistently heard was that the top tier motors are German and Japanese, but they’re very expensive.  
And there are some good motors coming out of Taiwan.  But the Chinese motors can be inconsistent, and particularly un-reliable when it comes to adding 
Needle Positioning.  I heard this from 1 other dealer and my also my dealer as well as from the head machine technician at my dealer, they all said the same 
thing: the LCD screens and electronics in many of the Chinese brushless motors are an issue, and they don’t like selling them to individuals who want needle 
positioning because they guarantee them and don’t want them coming back. 

Some dealers buy ”semi” customized motors from China made with some modifications to their specs to sell as their own brands. Most of the lesser-expensive 
motors packaged and sold on the Internet are Chinese-factory motors. You hear brands such as:  Eagle, Consew, and Rex.  But essentially they all come from 
the same few Chinese factories. And to complicate things there are A, B and C tier quality when it comes to China. So while the motor looks similar, it can be 
different. And in some cases the dealer can order them in batches, but there are some bad apples in the bunch. And I didn’t want to be the unlucky one that got 
the bad apple. If you are not getting needle positioning, this is likely to be less of an issue. 

However, a good dealer will unpack, test, and re-pack everything before they ship it out. Because if they are guaranteeing their machines when selling to an 
individual, they don’t want to have support headaches later. But there is no way to know for sure if this is true. And I have heard of some bad experiences  some 
individuals have had online with some dealers. So in my opinion going with a reliable motor is a smart choice…and this is just another reason you want to buy 
from a highly recommended and trust-worthy dealer particularly if is one not geographically near you.

RELIABLE
Needle 
Positioning 
Attachment

https://reliablecorporation.com/collections/motors
https://reliablecorporation.com/


My Set Up

Table Top: My top is 100% quality-wood made in the USA. It’s 1 5/8” thick and has rubber bumper siding around the 
sides. Its good to inquire on table-top quality and if it is all real quality plywood.  My dealer offers tables in the standard 
size but he can also cut the top to a custom size. (Which I did for a second table.)

Base + Legs:  I wanted mobility and went with an I-Leg base with casters versus K-Legs. (Some call these T-Legs)  There was a minimal up-
charge for this. I vacillated between wheel-mobility and my (false) perception of greater K-leg stability. I heard mixed input for/against 
casters with this heavy machine from one dealer. But after much research I learned that not all I-Leg tables are the same and if you have a 
good quality top and the right casters, it fully supports the 1541 (which is heavier than the 1181.) My dealer said what he would sell me 
would be perfectly stable, and it is. If you attempt to put casters on a K-Leg base, it makes the table too high because you first have to affix 
plywood between the leg and caster. If you go with casters they must be of a certain industrial grade, and of course lock in place for 
stability. As an FYI if you want your machine shipped FULLY-assembled and shipped with casters, it’s a bit of extra work for the dealer to box 
each of the legs onto the shipping palette so they don’t shift. So some do not like to offer it.. But it can be done.  

I purchased this guide from my dealer which was an optional attachment. It 
enables you to keep your stitches and seam allowance consistent as you sew 
down an edge. When not in use, it flips up out of the way.  It is adjustable so you 
can make it work for different seam widths. It’s mostly helpful when sewing leather 
and thicker materials such as long straps. It’s not as helpful for medium materials.  

Some industrials already have the holes in the back of the machine so you can just 
screw it in. With others you might need to drill holes. Knowing it would help me 
when I started getting into leather, I had my dealer install it at time of purchase. 
Check for compatibility about screwing it into your particular machine. Your dealer 
can drill and install it if is compatible.  It’s not a necessary accessory, but its much 
easier than changing out a foot on an industrial machine.

Straight
Edge

Roller 
Edge

Suspended Flip Down Guide 

If you get one make sure it also includes the “straight” edge attachment and not just a roller; and 
that the straight edge is not flimsy. They range in price from $25-$100 USA.  Some are more stable and 
easily adjustable. Expect to pay in the middle range for a good one from a reliable dealer.

I only went w/the Suspended Flip-Down guide at the time 
of my machine purchase. And also a zipper foot. Presser 
feet are not as easily convenient to change out on an 
industrial as they are on a domestic.

Unless you are “production-sewing” you might want to 
really think about what you are actually going to have the 
patience to change out. But these common feet are 
available depending on your dealer:
• Teflon Foot (if not walking foot machine)
• Zipper Foot
• Piping/Welting
• 1/8 Edge Foot, ¼ Edge Foot
I personally recommend waiting on buying additional feet 
(except perhaps for zipper or welting). Get used to your 
machine and think about if you are the type to change 
them out. 

Presser Feet

My Juki 1541s does not have seam-marked plate readily available.. And I really miss that as it is standard on a domestic machine. (If you know of one, please email me 
and let me know.) However, there are after-market etched plates available for the 1181. But you must ask the seller up to what size needle will the hole in the plate 
accommodate. Some don’t work with larger needles. So ask before you order. You can find them on eBay if your dealer doesn’t carry them.

Etched/Marked Needle Plate

Table/Leg  Upgrade



In General, Buying An Industrial As An Individual

For years you predominantly saw industrial machines in garment/accessory making factories or among professional upholsterers and leather-product manufacturers.  But as 
these industries migrated their factories from the US to overseas (China, Bangladesh, Viet Nam and India), North American dealers started selling more to individuals to make 
up revenue.  Let’s face it, it’s easier for a dealer to sell to a company who has an in-house technician and experience with industrials, than to support and hand-hold  an 
individual or small business that needs more help.  Polite dealers won’t tell you this, but the fact is most issues that arise are owner-user created. And service/support takes time, 
and time is money. Having said that, it is an honest and reputable dealer that will answer your questions about the motors and parts they use. Especially if it is one that is not 
within driving distance and shipping the machine to you. 

Most individual end-user sewing consumers put a lot of time into researching the make and model of the “head” of the machine and the features for the money. Or they should! 
As you know even a warranted industrial machine is not easily transportable for support, service or repair. So in my opinion it’s important to buy from a dealer you really trust 
and feel comfortable that you’ll be getting reliable-trouble-free components. You’ll want to understand how you will be supported when things go wrong.  A good dealer does 
want to sell you a trouble-free machine, because in addition to satisfying their customer, they don’t want the support headaches. However the Asian factories (especially in 
China) have been known to “misrepresent” what they promise, sell and ship  to dealers. Dealers will order semi-customized components or fully custom-manufactured items for 
their brands. And even dealers can be burned with bad batches in shipments when it comes to China.

Smart dealers know in advance what kinds of questions you’ll be asking as an industrial newbie.  And business-savvy ones provide helpful videos so that they are not flooded 
with those FAQ’s that actually can be better when visually demonstrated. But once you get the machine home, there may be nuances that are not in a video. And considering 
that most issues are owner-user caused, you do want a dealer that is willing to support you post-purchase. 

We all want to save money. The Internet makes it easy to research and look at pricing. But it is my opinion that a good dealer is worth a reasonable premium.  And a good 
“deal” is one that provides you with a fair and reasonable price but  also allows the dealer to make money.  Here are my thoughts on areas of inquiry based on my personal 
buying experience. It doesn’t mean my way is the only right way, but it may be helpful

• You can start out by posting “Public” questions in your FB groups, but then Private Message members and ask them about their dealer experience.
• Ask other owners about what kinds of materials and projects they sew on their model. The machine they have may seem sexy, but overkill for your needs or vice-versa.
• First watch as many videos as possible before you even start talking to a dealer. As you learn you are able to better refine your questions, and have a more productive 

conversation with the dealer.  
• As best as you can, organize and be prepared with your list of questions beforehand so you don’t have to keep going back to the dealer. But also be prepared that as 

you learn more you might have more questions. I kept a running list and then when I had enough I would reach back out. 
• When buying online, It is important to first have a real phone conversation with a dealer to get a comfort level. Some dealers are better at explaining things verbally 

than typing out an answer and others will appreciate emails so they can get back when they can focus.) I personally liked receiving written responses, especially about 
guarantees and warrantees and detailed breakdown of pricing.

Choosing and buying from the right dealer is important. See my document on “How to Choose The Right Dealer” (and the dealer I purchased from)


